
3/4' Rosebud Arbor 3

On clean flat surface lay out two 61” bent tubes (part 7) and slide 28" top/center cross rails (part 3) and 18" center cross 
rails (part 5) over the bent tubes in the order shown.  
Note: Bent tubes are marked with a black mark on inside of tube to indicate top end.

Repeat this process to make second assembly



3/4' Rosebud Arbor 4

Lay one left leg (part 1) with routed holes facing up, pilot holes for screws facing you and flared end to the left.  Starting at 
end of leg with flare insert cross rails from previous assembly. Insert 28" bottom cross rail (part 4) into last routed hole 
(end opposite of flared end) of leg and slide end of bent tubes (without black mark) into outer two holes of bottom rail.  
Insert free ends of assembly into one right leg (part 2).  Using ¾" screws, screw together arbor panel.  Be sure that all 
parts are fully inserted into legs before.  

Stand arbor panel up and slide 61" straight tube (part 6) through the center holes of each cross rail.  Press 5/8” tube caps 
on top of tubes.  You may need to warm 5/8” caps slightly in your hands or warm water for easier application.  

Repeat this step with second assembly to make second arbor panel.



3/4' Rosebud Arbor 5

Insert five 27¾" tubes (part 9) into one bent arbor top (part 8).  Insert free ends of tubes into remaining bent arbor top 
(part 8).  Using six ¾" screws, screw together arbor top.  Be sure tubes are fully inserted into arbor tops before. fastening  

Insert ends of arbor top into flared ends of each arbor panel to complete arbor.

INSTALLATION

In desired location set arborin place and mark where ground anchors (part 10) will need to be inserted.  Using a block of 
wood to protect flared edges of ground anchors; pound the anchors into place. (If ground is extremely hard, loosen or 
soak soil before inserting ground anchors).  Set arbor into ground anchors and fasten using remaining  four ¾" screws.


